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Abstract
Low-income people (MBRs) are one of the groups who will be profoundly affected should earthquakes
occur. As there is not yet an established earthquake insurance scheme for MBRs and households in
Indonesia, there is a need to have a thorough understanding on how Indonesia has progressed on the
earthquake insurance scheme for low income people. This study analyzes existing regulations, legal
frameworks, and laws related to existing financing schemes for affordable housing, land and building
taxation and earthquake insurance tariffs. In order to illustrate how MBRs can afford a house well as
protecting it from the risk, short exercises on the integration of earthquake insurance tariffs,
microinsurance, affordable housing provision, and building taxation, complements this study with a
case in Bandung. This study argues that microinsurance policy can potentially be integrated with the
existing scheme of the affordable housing provision and the land and building taxation scheme with
limitation in its small payout. Another result shows that in order to increase people’s willingness to
purchase insurance, the GoI can utilize its existing SE OJK 6/2017 by increasing the premium of the
product than microinsurance but at the same time offers more benefit to the insurers. Every
integration scheme analyzed in this study is aimed to not only at protecting the continuation of
people’s lives & assets from earthquake risk but also triggers the group to own a formal houses with
the help of subsidies, thus helping to reduce the fast-growing illegal or informal settlements. .

Keywords:
DRFI; earthquake insurance; disaster insurance; MBR; low-income people

Introduction
As a disaster market, Indonesia faces both geological and hydro-meteorological disaster. Based on
Indonesian Disaster Risk Index, there are 42 (8,45%) of cities or region that are at extremely high risk
of earthquake and 151 cities/regions (30,32%) of cities or regions that are at high risk of earthquake.
Meanwhile, the number of cities or regions that are extremely high risk and high risk of tsunami are
13 (2,61%) and 45 (9,03%) cities/regions respectively. Not only suffered from loss of lives, but
Indonesia also experienced great economic and financial losses when disasters occur. According to
State Budget Draft, Putra (2018) noted that during 2004-2017 period the Indian Ocean Tsunami in
2004 contributed to the most significant loss to Indonesian economy which marked 41.4 trillion
rupiah (equal to approximately USD 3 billion). This is event is followed by the Yogyakarta
earthquake in 2006 and Padang earthquake in 2009 with a total loss of 26.1 and 20.9 trillion rupiah
(equal to approximately USD 1.9 and 1.5 billion) respectively 1. Around 573,000 houses were affected
by these three major disasters (Putra, 2018, p. 27).
As housing is a primary need, low-income people—or Masyarakat Berpenghasilan Rendah (MBR) as
the Government of Indonesia (GoI) categorizes the group—will be the group who will be profoundly
affected should earthquakes occur 2. Sharma (Davis, et al., 2015, p. 111) states that ―rural hinterlands,
1
2

One American dollar is equal to approximately 14 thousand rupiah (as of July 18, 2019) via XE Currency converter
According to Minister of Public Works and Housing‘s regulation number 3 year 2018, MBR is a group of society who has
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less developed districts, coastal areas, and poor urban settlements in the developing countries have
less coping capacity and recovery, compared to others due to low income and saving rates, absence of
safety nets such as insurance, highly inadequate accessibility, and poor public health facilities.‖
Dercon (2004) and Collings et al. (2009) mention that the unpredictable income of self-employers and
the risk of constant health issues or mortality shocks leave households vulnerable to serious hardship
(Clarke & Grenham, 2013, p. 93), but at the same time low-income people are the least likely to be
insured despite their inability to replace their possessions due to disasters (Collins, 2011). Collins also
stated that low-income people are often ‗forgotten‘ by the insurance market, or financially excluded,
as insurance companies often set premiums that are unaffordable for them. In Australia, affordability
is the main barrier that low-income people identify as preventing them from acquiring insurance or
having a more significant cover (p. 39).
Since the study of microinsurance emerged as one of the possible ways to reduce disaster risk among
low-income people, pilot programs have been developed in developing countries such as India and
Malawi (Hess et al., 2005 in Clarke & Grenham, 2013, p. 90). Unfortunately, as Clarke & Grenham
(2013) reported, these programs show little progress toward its sustainability. Microinsurance has the
characteristics of small premiums and large volumes of policyholders which can potentially inflict
losses for insurers. Clarke & Grenham stated that these systems might need to be subsidized (2013, p.
90), mentioning that any disaster insurance scheme would not be successful without significant
government involvement (p. 96).
In Indonesia, the Agency for Fiscal Policy (Badan Kebijakan Fiskal / BKF) has begun developing
earthquake insurance through a pooling fund scheme and is currently in its pilot stage. The scheme
aims to protect the Ministry of Finance‘s assets as regulated by the Minister of Finance‘s Regulation
Number 247 2016 (PMK 247/2016) regarding the Insurance for State Assets (BKF, 2018, p. 37;
Kemenkeu RI, 2016). Beside the protection of state and local assets, citizens and households who are
exposed to disasters are one of the six priorities of the GoI in disaster risk financing (BKF, 2018, p.
32). The Indonesian Association of General Insurance (Asosiasi Asuransi Umum Indonesia / AAUI)
and the Financial Services Authority (Otoritas Jasa Keuangan) have been developing earthquake
microinsurance together since 2011, but the product has not directly targeted the end-user or the
homeowner (Dalimunthe, 2019).
Currently there is no established earthquake insurance scheme for MBRs and households in
Indonesia. One way to attain this is by integrating the government‘s existing finance schemes relating
to affordable housing for MBRs, and the Rural and Urban Land and Building Tax (PBB). Thus, this
study will focus on reviewing works of literature on microinsurance as a potential instrument to cover
earthquake risk for MBRs, as well as studying the existing regulations, legal frameworks, and laws
related to affordable housing and PBB. In order to illustrate how MBRs can afford housing as well as
protecting them from earthquakes, short exercises on the integration of earthquake risk assessments,
existing microinsurance schemes, the housing provision scheme for MBRs, and PBB, will be used to
complement this study.
This paper comprises of this introductory chapter, literature review, case study and methodology,
analysis and discussion, and conclusion. Finally, the study aims to contribute to the research and the
development of the practicality of earthquake microinsurance which can be implemented in Indonesia.
As it is increasingly being recognized as an essential instrument in reducing earthquake risk for lowincome people.

limited purchasing power thus need government‘s support to afford buying house.
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Literature Review
2. 1. Earthquake Risk Assessment
Risk is the potential loss for both life and assets in a particular system or community (UN-SPIDER,
2018). According to Regulation of The Head of the National Disaster Management Agency No. 2 of
2012 concerning General Guidelines for Disaster Risk Assessment, disaster risk assessment is an
integrated mechanism to provide an overall picture of the disaster risk of an area by analyzing the
threat level, loss level and regional capacity. Risk assessment in relation to earthquakes considers
hazard (earthquake intensity), vulnerability (building vulnerability), and exposure (building value)
(Putra, 2019). According to Amri et al. (2016), disaster risk assessment is "an approach to show the
potential negative impacts that may arise due to an existing potential disaster." (p. 34) The
vulnerability level and capacity of an area in responding to disasters becomes a consideration in
assessing disaster risk. In general, threats, vulnerabilities, and capacities related to disasters are the
forming parameters of risk. "Disaster risk index is decided by combining the value of the hazard,
vulnerability and capacity index. This process is carried out by using spatial calculations in order to
produce a risk map and grid value that can be used in compiling the risk map. "(p. 53) In updating the
hazard and earthquake risk map, the National Earthquake Study Center (Pusat Studi Gempa Nasional /
PusGen) conducted studies per sector that consisting of working groups in geology, geodesy,
seismology, Ground Motion Prediction Equation (GMPE), Seismic Hazard Analysis (SHA),
geotechnical engineering, structural engineering and infrastructure, and associated hazards (PusGen,
2017)
To select the areas that could potentially be the focus of the development of earthquake
microinsurance for low-income households. The author has analyzed data from the Risk Assessment
Matrix of an earthquake with medium to high risk published by National Disaster Management
Agency (Badan Nasional Penanggulangan Bencana / BNPB) (Amri, et al., 2016):
Table 1. The social profile of medium to high earthquake risk (as of 2015)
Number
1
2
3
4
5

Province
West Java
North Sumatra
Central Java
East Java
Banten

Social
(number of people exposed to risk)
15,347,975
9,882,415
8,736,975
8,617,961
5,479,039

Source: Amri et al. (2016)
Table 2. The economic profile of medium to high earthquake risk (as of 2015)
Number

Province

1
2
3
4
5

North Sumatra
West Sumatra
Central Sulawesi
Aceh
South Sulawesi

Economical
(in million rupiah)
36,531,257
22,311,824
13,579,841
12,170,729
11,946,899

Source: Amri et al. (2016)
Table 3. The physical profile of medium to high earthquake risk (as of 2015)
Number
1
2
3
4
5

Physical
(in million rupiah)
53,502,015
49,509,931
42,085,684
37,965,424
35,182,536

Province
West Java
North Sumatra
Papua
West Sumatra
Aceh

Source: Amri et al. (2016)
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From the tables above, it can be seen that some provinces are consistently appearing at the highest
level of risk, i.e.:
Table 4. List of province with highest earthquake risk (as of 2015)
Risk Level
Highest

Province
North Sumatra
West Java
West Sumatra
Aceh

Earthquake risk
Social, economical, physical
Social, physical
Economical, physical
Economical, physical

Elaborated by the author from Risk Assessment Matrix (Amri et al., 2016)
According to the tables above, it can be concluded that there are several provinces that can be classed
as high risk with earthquakes posing risks to social, economic, and physical aspects in the regions.
The high risk provinces have been identified as North Sumatra, West Java, West Sumatra, and Aceh.
The risk assessment is essential in providing a better understanding for the future implementation of
microinsurance premiums. The microinsurance developers need to pay attention to the mentioned risk
level data as local governments or the citizens of provinces, regions, and cities with higher risk must
pay a higher premium than to those in lower-risk areas.

2. 2. Earthquake microinsurance implementation in Indonesia
To protect households from disaster risk, private insurance companies in Indonesia, such as Allianz,
AXA, and ACA Asuransi had developed insurance with several natural hazards are covered in the
scheme. Including but not limited to fire, flood, earthquake, volcano eruption, storm, hurricane, and
landslides. These microinsurance products are mostly annual products where, according to Clarke &
Grenham (2013), the premium is set at the start of each policy year (p. 91). Allianz through its
Asuransi Rumahku Plus, for instance has a set premium of 0.1295% of both the building and
households values. In this matter, the GoI regulates earthquake premium tariff through the publication
of Circular Letter of Indonesian Financial Services Authority (Otoritas Jasa Keuangan) number 6 the
year 2017 about the Premium Rates or Contributions to the Business Line of Property and Vehicle
Insurance (SE OJK 6/2017).

Table 5. The premium rate of earthquake insurance in Indonesia
Construction type
I. Dwelling house: steel frame,
wood, and reinforced concrete
II. Dwelling house: others

Zone I
(Very low risk)
0.76
0.80

Earthquake premium tariffs (‰)
Zone II
Zone III
Zone IV
(Low risk) (Medium risk) (High risk)
0.79
1.04
1.35
1.00

1.55

2.24

Zone V
(Very high risk)
1.60
4.50

Source: SE OJK 6/2017 in Putra, 2018, p. 38
Despite the existence of disaster insurance, the popularity of insurance, in general, is still low in
Indonesia. According to OJK insurance literate index in Indonesia is 15.8 percent, with only 12.1
percent of Indonesians insured in 2017 (Katadata, 2018). Katadata further elaborates the possible
causes of low penetration of insurance in Indonesia. Reasons such as low income per capita, weak
dissemination effort on the importance of insurance, presumption of insurance as secondary, even
tertiary, needs, and low education levels all contribute to the low level of households and citizens
covered by insurance policies. Clarke & Grenham (2013) added low trust to the insurer (Clarke &
Grenham, 2013, p. 93) as one of the driving causes of the issue. In order to undertake these issues,
Clarke & Grenham (2013) wrote potential solutions based on examples in a different context. The
first of these was to introduce different payment options to potential policyholders. As reported by
Oxfam, 2011 (Clarke & Grenham, 2013, p. 93), one example of this is the project in the Horn of
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Africa Risk Transfer for Adaptation. In this program farmers have the option to pay with cash or by
providing labor for the project. The second focuses on the central government setting microinsurance
policies as compulsory, by bundling them with other products such as microfinance loans (Clarke &
Grenham, 2013, p. 93).
According to Yunus (2016, in Beck, Levine, Cull, & Morduch, 2018, p. 2), the idea of microfinance is
transforming customers‘ businesses by providing capital that would increase borrowers (low-income
people)‘s earnings and ultimately eliminate poverty. In addition, Morelli, Onnis, Ammann, & Sutter,
2010 (p. 1mentioned that the term ‗Microfinance‘ refers to the extension of financial services to poor
people who are not considered qualified enough to have access to traditional bank and insurance
services. Thus, microinsurance is simply insurance for low-income people to protect them from
specific perils (Churcill, 2006, p. 12). It is potentially useful for the lower-middle-income class to pay
a premium because it is affordable with ―enough‖ of a payout and restricted coverage (Dalimunthe,
2019; Mechler et al., 2006 in IPCC, 2012, p. 523). According to IPCC (IPCC, p. 524), microinsurance
for life and health is increasingly emerging in developing countries, but disaster insurance is still in
the beginning phases. In Malawi and Mongolia microinsurance is packaged with other products, such
as loans for farmers to access agricultural inputs and insurance to protect livestock from extreme
winter (Hess and Syroka, 2005; Skees et al., 2008 in IPCC, 2012, p. 322). Similarly, the existing
products in Indonesia are mostly bundled with home and life insurance or separated as insurance for
farmers and fisherman (Kemenkumham RI, 2013, 2016). In other cases, India implements the concept
of cross-subsidy via pro-poor regulation that encourages insurers to reserve a certain quota of their
regular policies for microinsurance (Mechler et al., 2006a in IPCC, 2012, p. 372).
Microinsurance in Indonesia has the general jargon of Simple, Easy, Economical, and Immediate
(Sederhana, Mudah, Ekonomis, dan Segera / SMES) (OJK, 2013, p. 5). Any microinsurance product
developed by local insurers in Indonesia needs to fulfill all those SMES requirements. Several
insurers in Indonesia have developed microinsurance specifically for earthquakes with the premium
rate shown in the tables below:
Table 6. Data of existing microinsurance for the earthquake in Indonesia
Insurer
Tri Pakarta

Asuransi Astra
ACA Asuransi

Product
Asuransi Mikro Si
Bijak
Asuransi Mikro Stop
Usaha Gempa
Tsunami
Asuransi Mikro
Kosmik Stop Usaha
Asuransi Mikro
Asuransi Mikro Dana
Gempa

Annual
premium
(in rupiah)
50,000

Payout
(in rupiah)

Notes

500,000

Loss of livelihood

40,000

2,500,000

Loss of livelihood

50,000

3,000,000

Loss of livelihood

30,000

Data not
available
2,000,000

Loss of livelihood, damaged
house

20,000

Source: Tri Pakarta, 2019; Asuransi Astra, 2019; ACA Asuransi, 2019
From the above-mentioned information, the average annual premium of earthquake microinsurance is
approximately 40,000 rupiah or a maximum of 50,000 rupiah with an average payout of 2,000,000
rupiah or a maximum of 3,000,000 rupiah. The assumption towards the pricing is that the higher the
risk of a house according to its location, the more expensive the policy will be. By looking at the
existing practice of microinsurance shown in Table 6. Data of existing microinsurance for the
earthquake in Indonesia, as well as referring to Table 5. The premium rate of earthquake insurance
in Indonesia it can be assumed that:
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Table 7. Assumption of the premium and payout according to the earthquake risk Zone
Earthquake
Risk Zone
I
II
III
IV
V

Annual premium
(in rupiah)
10,000
20,000
30,000
40,000
50,000

Payout
(in rupiah)
600,000
1,200,000
1,800,000
2,400,000
3,000,000

Analyzed by the author
Even though the premium is considerably low, Wrede, Phily, Wipf, Tatin-Jaleran, & Garand (2016, p.
16) stated that “insurance is not the first consumable need for low-income households,” so even
wtith the low premiums of microinsurance it remains difficult to attract the interest of low-income
people. ACA Asuransi, for example, have developed a home microinsurance scheme for earthquakes
and fires with low annual premiums of twenty to thirty thousand rupiah (equal to approximately
USD 1.5-2) for two until five million rupiah (equal to approximately USD 150-350) of payout (ACA
Asuransi, 2019). The representative of World Bank Group Indonesia, during a focus group discussion
about Disaster Risk Financing Instrument (DRFI) in Jakarta, confessed that even if microinsurance
premium is set to zero the demands might still low (Rasyid, 2019). This problem, however, according
to Kunreuther and Michael-Kerjan (2018), not only relys on low-income people but also people in
rich countries with high levels of financial education. Clarke & Grenham (2013, p. 93) analyzed that
personal experience plays an essential role in deciding on purchasing disaster insurance. As they put
it, “once-in-a-lifetime events typically happen only once in a lifetime,” that creates a reluctance in
the population to be insured against disasters.

2. 3. Current housing provision for MBRs
According to Law No. 1 of 2011 concerning Housing and Settlements, there are five types of houses:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Commercial houses, which are built for business and trading activities.
Self-help houses, which are built by the homeowner together with society with stimulant
funding from government, or in other words, incentives.
General houses, which are built for MBRs.
Houses for specific purposes, such as post-disaster reconstruction.
Statehouses, which are built as state assets for government officials and employees.

In order to maintain the focus of the study on the insurance scheme for MBRs, only three types of
houses according to the Law need to be analyzed: self-help housess, general houses, and houses for
specific purposes. To control the utilization of houses, the GoI implented three types of control, which
are 1) incentive, 2) disincentive and 3) sanction or penalty. Incentives will be awarded to stakeholders
who utilize spaces according to designated spatial planning, while conversely, disincentives will be
awarded for those who counteract it. Incentives include tax incentives, compensation awarding, crosssubsidy, construction and procurement of infrastructure, public facilities, and utilities, and
uncomplicated permit procedure. While disincentives are included taxes and retributions, limitation of
access to public facilities, compensation imposition, and sanctions or penalties.
In housing provision, the Ministry of Public Works and Housing (Kementerian Pekerjaan Umum dan
Perumahan Rakyat / KemenPUPR) through Directorate General of Housing Financing (Direktorat
Jenderal Pembiayaan Perumahan / DJPP) have developed several schemes of housing finance for
MBRs3.
One feature is the savings-based housing financial assistance (Bantuan Pembiayaan
3

According to Presidential Regulation number 135 year 2018 (PP 135/2018), the nomenclature for DJPP has changed to
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Perumahan Berbasis Tabungan / BP2BT). BP2BT is a savings-based housing financial assistance for
MBRs that is regulated under the Ministry of Public Works and Housing‘s regulation number 18 the
year 2017 (PermenPUPR 18/2017). This scheme is intended for MBRs who hold a savings account in
order to fulfill half amount of down payment in house purchasing or to pay half from the total amount
of money to build self-help house through credit from executing banks (KemenPUPR RI, 2018).
In BP2BT scheme, the payment components will be as follows:
Table 8. Payment components of BP2BT scheme
Component
1
2

Percentage
Min. 5
6 – 39

3

50 – 80

4

Charged party
MBRs, through their savings account
KemenPUPR, through a housing
financing scheme

Notes
Condition:
1. Total of component 1 and 2 has to
be between 20-50% from the house
value
2. Component 2 cannot exceed
32,400,000 rupiah

Banks, through the Home Ownership
Credit (KPR) scheme

Source: DJPP KemenPUPR, 2018
To be able to apply for BP2BT, target groups need to fulfill these requisites:
1. A single person who:
a. Has not previously owned a house
b. Has not previously received housing financing assistance
c. Has had an active savings account for the past six months with a minimum balance of 25 million rupiah (equal to approximately USD 150-350) or based on the persons income.
2. Family who:
a. Hold identity cards (Kartu Tanda Penduduk / KTP)
b. Hold marriage certificate
3. Formal worker
4. Informal worker
a. Own land or an uninhabitable house for building a self-help house
b. Holds a document of Annual Notice of Personal Income Tax (Surat Pemberitahuan
Tahunan Pajak Penghasilan orang pribadi / SPT PPh)
While the income limit for BP2BT target groups is:
Table 9. Zoning and income limit for the target groups pf BP2BT per different zones
Zone

1

2
3

Maximum monthly income
(in rupiah)
Housing type
Self-help house
construction
Landed
Vertical

Area coverage

Java (except Jakarta, Bogor, Depok, Tangerang, and
Bekasi / Jabodetabek), Sulawesi, Sumatra, Riau
Islands, and Bangka Belitung
Bali, Nusa Tenggara, Kalimantan, Maluku, North
Maluku, and Jabodetabek
Papua and West Papua

6,000,000

7,000,000

6,000,000

6,000,000

7,500,000

6,000,000

6,500,000

8,500,000

6,500,000

Source: DJPP KemenPUPR, 2018
Directorate General of Infrastructure Financing (Direktorat Jenderal Pembiayaan Infrastruktur / DJPI) with similar function.
The term ―DJPP‖ in this document will be changed to ―DJPI‖ onwards.
4
Of the house value or according to the initial budget plan (Rencana Anggaran Biaya / RAB)
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In order to receive BP2BT, the MBR needs to apply through executing banks. A designated work unit
in DJPI KemenPUPR will then assess the feasibility of the applicant and determine whether the
application is successful.
If disaster microinsurance schemes aim to be integrated with the BP2BT, the components from the
current BP2BT scheme and UU 1/2011 that can be adopted are:
1. Income limit
2. Type of houses that are feasible to be assisted financially (landed house, vertical house, and the
construction of self-help house)
3. Insurance payment scheme in which the premium can be included either in 1) first payment from
the five percent of the house value or, 2) monthly installment for the KPR (see Table 8. Payment
components of BP2BT scheme)
According to CHF International (2005), the periodic loan payment (for housing) should not exceed 25
percent of the client‘s household total monthly income, to decrease the likelihood of default. (p. 10).
KemenPUPR set the income limit for MBRs as much as three times the monthly installment or the
cost to obtain a house on credit through a commercial financing scheme. In other words, the monthly
installment is maximum of 33.33 percent of the MBRs total income (KemenPUPR RI, 2019, p. 6).
For the disaster insurance to be valid, there is a need to base the area coverage in each zone beyond
the level of the expense in the area (see Table 9. Zoning and income limit for the target groups pf
BP2BT per different zones), but instead according to the earthquake risk zones.

2. 4. Current PBB scheme
PBB is regulated under Law number 12 1985 (UU 12/1985) and was revised as Law number 12 1994
(UU12/1994) about land and property tax. Beforehand, PBB was collected under central government
administration. However, due to the political situation and the changing of governance system from
centralization to decentralization, PBB effectively became local tax since January 1, 2014 (BKF,
2012). Regulated under Law number 28 the year 2009 (UU 28/2009) where the nominal is different in
each city and region. PBB is mandatory for every citizen who has registered their properties in the
governmental tax system, or in other words for formal dwellers.
PBB is charged for building and landowners according to its Taxable Sales Value (Nilai Jual Kena
Pajak / NJKP) where the NJKP is calculated based on the Sales Value of Taxable Object (Nilai Jual
Objek Pajak / NJOP). NJOP is the total value of land and property owned by the taxpayer. According
to UU No. 12/1994, the NJKP is 20 percent for NJOP which are less than 1 billion rupiah and 40
percent for NJOP which are more than 1 billion rupiah (Menteri Negara Sekretaris Negara, 1994).
Another component of PBB is the Sales Value of Non-taxable Object (Nilai Jual Objek Tidak Kena
Pajak / NJOPTKP) which is the nominal that taxpayers do not need to pay. The rate of NJOPTKP is
10 million rupiah, while the PBB rate is maximum of 0.3 percent (Kementerian Hukum dan HAM,
2009, p. 40-41). Every year, the land and building owner must pay the PBB directly to the Directorate
General of Taxation (Direktorat Jenderal Pajak).
Thus, the PBB will be calculated as follows:
(1)
From the data above, some variables can be adopted to help demonstrate the integration of BP2BT
and PBB scheme with microinsurance, i.e.:
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Table 10. Summary of adaptable variable of existing microinsurance scheme, regulation, and
tarrifs
Variable
Zone for maximum income
Zone for earthquake risk
(lowest to highest)
Housing type

Payment scheme
Annual premium
(in rupiah)
Payout (in rupiah)

Data
1 – 3 (see Error! Reference source not found.)
I – V (see Error! Reference source not found.)
Landed
Vertical
Self-help construction
Initial payment by the MBR of 5% from house
value
- Monthly installment for the KPR
20,000 – 50,000
-

600,000 – 3,000,000

Compiled by the author

Case Study and Methodology
To demonstrate the integration of microinsurance with BP2BT and PBB scheme in this study, the
author has decided to choose Bandung, West Java as the location for a case study. According to
Yanuati (2018), as much as 47.5 percent MBR in the city do not have access to housing and the need
for new houses in 2030 is projected to reach 239,568 units. The city has a higher risk due to its
geological condition, its status as the third-largest city in Indonesia as well as its location in a highly
urbanized island Java. Where the economic risk due to disasters is high. According to the earthquake
zone by district Bandung is categorized in earthquake zone 5 (Maipark, 2015).
Table 11. Earthquake zones of cities and regencies in West Java (listed alphabetically)
Cities / Regencies
Bandung city
Cimahi city
Subang regency
Sukabumi city
Sumedang Regency
Bandung regency
Bandung Barat regency
Bekasi city
Bogor city
Bogor regency
Ciamis regency
Cianjur regency
Depok city
Garut regency
Indramayu regency
Purwakarta regency
Pangandaran regency
Sukabumi regency
Tasikmalaya city
Tasikmalaya regency
Banjar city
Bekasi regency
Cirebon city
Cirebon regency
Karawang regency
Kuningan regency
Majalengka regency

Earthquake risk zone
V
V
V
V
V
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
III
III
III
III
III
III
III

Source: Maipark, 2015
As a simulation for this study, the author set examples of a family with a description as follows:
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Family X lives in Bandung city, which is categorized as an earthquake risk zone V. The family has a
total monthly income of six million rupiah and, according to Table 9. Zoning and income limit for the
target groups pf BP2BT per different zones, Family X is categorized as MBR. The family is planning
to buy a landed house in Bojongloa Kidul subdistrict with a maximum price of 150 million rupiah. It
is assumed that the future house size is 36 sqm with a land size of 60 sqm, with land and property
values in the area is assumed as 1.7 million and 750 thousand rupiah per sqm, respectively 5.
To demonstrate the integration of BP2BT scheme with microinsurance, firstly, the study will calculate
the monthly installment for the affordable housing. The calculation refers to a formula set in the
PermenPUPR 10/2019 about the Criteria of Low-Income People and the Requisites for the Assistance
of House Acquisition for Low-Income People (KemenPUPR RI, 2019, p. 14):

(2)
{

}
{

}

C= credit line (selling price plus Value-added Tax / VAT of 10 percent, minus down payment)
i = annual interest rate
m = installment periods (in months)
Then, the total of monthly installment will be integrated with the monthly microinsurance premium
(see Table 7. Assumption of the premium and payout according to the earthquake risk Zone).
While, for the integration of the PBB scheme with microinsurance, the calculation refers to Current
PBB scheme).

Analysis and Discussion
4. 1. Exercise of integration of BP2BT scheme with microinsurance
The total value of the house after the addition of VAT is 165 million rupiah. Under the BP2BT, the
payment scheme will be as follows:
Table 12. Example of payment under BP2BT scheme
Charged parties
Family (initial payment)
KemenPUPR (subsidy)
KPR

Percentage
5.00
19.60
75.40

Nominal
(in rupiah)
8,250,000
32,340,000
124,410,000

Source: (refer to) Table 8. Payment components of BP2BT scheme

If the average interest rate is assumed as 12% per year and Family X wants to pay the rest of payment
through KPR installment for 180 months or 15 years, the monthly installment, according to the
formula provided by KemenPUPR RI (2019), will be calculated as follows:

5

Assumption based on an example of land and property value in Bojongloa Kidul subdistrict in 2019 (Source:
http://rumah.com )
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{

}
{

}

Based on the calculation above, the monthly installment of the house is 1,493,129 rupiah without
earthquake microinsurance. Due to Bandung‘s highest risk location, the annual premium for the city is
assumed as 50,000 rupiah (refer to Table 7. Assumption of the premium and payout according to the
earthquake risk zone). Thus, the total monthly installment with microinsurance will be:
Table 13. Monthly installment with earthquake microinsurance premium
Earthquake
risk zone

Annual premium
(in rupiah)

I
II
III
IV
V

10,000
20,000
30,000
40,000
50,000

Approximate
monthly premium
(in rupiah)
900
1,700
2,500
3,400
4,200

Total
monthly payment
(in rupiah)
1,494,900
1,495,700
1,496,500
1,497,400
1,498,200

Analyzed by the author
In the case of Family X, the monthly installment with microinsurance of 1,498,200 rupiah for a house
in Bandung city does not exceed the respective 25 nor 33.33 percent of the family‘s income according
to CHF International (2005) and KemenPUPR RI (2019) (see Current housing provision scheme for
MBRs).
Theoretically, it will not burden the financial condition of the family as emphasized on the table
below:
Table 14. Conformity of the credit limit with the criteria from related parties
Total monthly
income
(in rupiah)

House value +
VAT

6,000,000

165,000,000

Monthly
installment +
insurance
1,498,200

Monthly credit limit
CHF International
(1.5 million rupiah)

KemenPUPR
(2 million rupiah)

√

√

Analyzed by the author
This integration has also been developed in Australia where social housing providers act as a conduit
for payment of premium installments by agreement with the insurer (Collins, 2011, p. 15) The conduit
for this study are the GoI and executing banks for KPR implementation. The involvement of banks in
the scheme will also further strengthen the financing aspect to reduce disaster risk mentioned in the
investment framework of Master Plan of Disaster Management (Rencana Induk Penanggulangan
Bencana / RIPB) 2015 – 2045 developed by National Planning Agency (Badan Perencanaan Nasional
/ Bappenas) (Hadi, 2018, p. 22)
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MBR

DJPI
KemenPUPR

Executing banks
Apply
& pay

BKF
Kemenkeu

conduit

Insurance
company

Housing providers

Payout

Reinsurance
company

Figure 1. The possible workflow of BP2BT-microinsurance scheme
Developed by author s

4. 2. Exercise of integration of PBB scheme with microinsurance

In the case of Family X in Bandung, the integration of the PBB scheme with microinsurance will be:

Table 15. NJOP of land and property of the case study
NJOP

Area

Property
Land
Total

36
60

Price per sqm
(in IDR)
750,000
1,700,000

Total of NJOP
(in IDR)
27,000,000
102,000,000
129,000,000

Analyzed by the author
NJKP = (NJOP – NJOPTKP) x NJKP percentage
= (IDR 129,000,000 – IDR 10,000,000) x 20%
= IDR 119,000,000 x 20%
= IDR 23,800,000
According to Sekretaris Daerah Kota Bandung (2011, p. 34), the PBB rate for NJOP with less than
one billion rupiah will be 0.1 percent. Thus, the calculation of PBB for Family X is:
PBB

= 0.1% x NJKP
= 0.1% x IDR 23,800,000
= IDR 23,800

Family X will need to pay an annual PBB figure of 23,800 rupiah. With disaster microinsurance, the
annual payment will be:
Table 16. PBB with microinsurance tariffs
Earthquake zone
I
II
III
IV
V

Annual premium
(in rupiah)
10,000
20,000
30,000
40,000
50,000

Total PBB payment
(in rupiah)
33,800
43,800
53,800
63,800
73,800

Analyzed by the author
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Thus, Family X will need to pay 73,800 rupiah per annum for both PBB and earthquake
microinsurance.
MBR

Pay

PBB payment
recipient services

Payout

Dirjen
Pajak

BKF

Insurance
company

Reinsurance
company

Figure 2 The possible workflow of PBB-microinsurance integration
Developed by the author
Looking at both integration exercises of microinsurance with BP2BT and PBB, the limitation lies in
the BP2BT scheme, which has a strong KPR characteristic. When the contribution of microinsurance
is included in the installment of BP2BT, there is a high possibility of the contribution to be cut once
the installment is paid off. On the other hand, the integration of PBB and microinsurance alone only
works for citizens who have previously owned a house. So, both schemes analyzed above did not
mean as a comparison, acting as a complementary instead. An ideal situation would be a BP2BT that
acts as an initial step towards house ownership and disaster protection for MBRs. Once the
installments are paid off, MBRs should be able to continue insuring their property through the
integration of the premium in the PBB annual payment.
BP2BT +
microinsurance

Year 0

(Installment
paid off)

Year 15

PBB +
microinsurance
onwards

Figure 3 The possible timeline of microinsurance payment in
continuous manner
Developed by the author
By integrating microinsurance premium in affordable housing financing scheme, the burden of MBRs
to pay multiple bills is potentially decreased.

4. 3. Exercise of integration of BP2BT scheme with regular insurance
From the elaboration of the integration of insurance with BP2BT and PBB schemes, it shows that
MBR possibly can purchase premium while routinely paying for home installments through
microinsurance schemes. However, it is also clear that the small premium of microinsurance works
parallel to some small benefit. By paying 4,200 rupiah monthly for insurance premium, Family X will
only benefit from an approximate of three million rupiah in the occurrence of an earthquake. Looking
at Family X‘s house value and the monthly installment of around 1.5 million rupiah, this benefit is
likely to decrease the willingness to purchase insurance for other low-income families.
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Thus, in this subchapter, the author will conduct another exercise of artificial calculations on how the
benefit of insurance can be paid to the insuree as much as the house value in the year when an
earthquake strike. According to the property index from property online portal rumah.com, the yearon-year property price in 2018 is around six percent, which will be used as one of the parameters in
the calculation. The monthly installment of the house will use the calculation result in the previous
subchapter, which is 1,493,129 rupiah. It is also assumed that every house developed by the housing
providers fulfill building construction standard and thus is categorized as the first construction type
regulated by OJK (Error! Reference source not found.)
Table 17. Calculation simulation of year-on-year property price and monthly expenditure for
installment and insurance according to OJK
Installment
year

Property
6
price

Annual
7
premium

Monthly
premium

Monthly
installment
+ premium

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Rp150,000,000
Rp159,000,000
Rp168,540,000
Rp178,652,400
Rp189,371,544
Rp200,733,837
Rp212,777,867
Rp225,544,539
Rp239,077,211
Rp253,421,844
Rp268,627,154
Rp284,744,784
Rp301,829,471
Rp319,939,239
Rp339,135,593
Rp359,483,729

Rp240,000
Rp254,400
Rp269,664
Rp285,844
Rp302,994
Rp321,174
Rp340,445
Rp360,871
Rp382,524
Rp405,475
Rp429,803
Rp455,592
Rp482,927
Rp511,903
Rp542,617
Rp575,174

Rp20,000
Rp21,200
Rp22,472
Rp23,820
Rp25,250
Rp26,765
Rp28,370
Rp30,073
Rp31,877
Rp33,790
Rp35,817
Rp37,966
Rp40,244
Rp42,659
Rp45,218
Rp47,931

Rp1,513,129
Rp1,514,329
Rp1,515,601
Rp1,516,949
Rp1,518,379
Rp1,519,894
Rp1,521,499
Rp1,523,202
Rp1,525,006
Rp1,526,919
Rp1,528,946
Rp1,531,095
Rp1,533,373
Rp1,535,788
Rp1,538,347
Rp1,541,060

8

Income

Rp6,000,000
Rp6,225,600
Rp6,459,683
Rp6,702,567
Rp6,954,583
Rp7,216,075
Rp7,487,400
Rp7,768,926
Rp8,061,038
Rp8,364,133
Rp8,678,624
Rp9,004,940
Rp9,343,526
Rp9,694,843
Rp10,059,369
Rp10,437,601

Installment
: income
(%)
25
24
23
23
22
21
20
20
19
18
18
17
16
16
15
15

Monthly credit limit
CHF
KemenPUPR
International
(33% from
(25% from
income)
income)
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

Analyzed by the author
The benefit will be demonstrated through comparison between BP2BT with regular insurance (by
referring to SE OJK 6/2017) and microinsurance as shown in Exercise of integration of BP2BT
scheme with microinsurance:
Table 18. Comparisson between BP2BT with microinsurance and regular insurance
Scheme
BP2BT + microinsurance
BP2BT + regular insurance
regulerized by SE OJK
6/2017

Monthly payment
Rp1,498,200

Payout
Rp3,000,000

Rp1,513,129 (year 0) Rp1,541,060 (year 15)

Rp150,000,000 (year 0)–
Rp359,483,729 (year 15)

Note
Flat rate of both payment
and payout over years
Payment and payout
increasing over years

Analyzed by the author
It can be assumed that property rates, the price of building materials and other construction fees are
likely to be revalued over the years. The results from the tables above demonstrate that by paying
around 16-44 thousand rupiah more than the microinsurance premium, Family X is projected to gain
increased benefits from the regular insurance than the microinsurance in the event of a house6

Year-on-year property rate increase of 6% (Azkia, 2019)
Annual premium for dwelling house with steel frame, wood, and reinforced concrete in Zone V (SE OJK 6/2017 in Putra,
2018, p. 38)
8
Monthly income of Family X is assumed to increase annually as much as the inflation rate in Bandung (2018) which is
3.76% (BPS Kota Bandung, 2019, p. 286)
7
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damaging earthquake. For instance, if an earthquake occurs in year 10 of the installment period when
Family X pays as much as 35 thousand rupiah per month, the family will receive payout in the amount
of the house value of the year—approximately 268 million rupiah. The results also show that Familly
X‘s total monthly payments for home installments and insurance does not exceed the credit limit. It
can then be concluded that instead of overburdening MBRs, the annual increase of premium and
payout rates results in increased finance security for affected families.
This study, however, is not free of limitations. This study is mainly limited by the variables mentioned
in the literature review, especially the existing microinsurance premium and payout. These variables
are built upon the authors‘ own assumptions. as there is a major lack of actuarial-based explanations
on the development of tariffs by insurance companies.

Conclusion
This study aims to exercise the integration of existing affordable housing financing and local taxation
scheme with microinsurance scheme. There is a clear lack earthquake insurance schemes for
households at the national level as a way to protect vulnerable low-income groups. As a result, this
study argues that microinsurance policy should be integrated with the existing scheme of affordable
housing provision and local taxation schemes with limitation in its small payout. There are no standalone schemes that can be implemented once the integration takes place. Exercising schemes of
BP2BT and PBB with microinsurance demonstrates that MBR‘s willingness to purchase earthquake
insurance should be uninterrupted and sustained. This study also demonstrates the need for a new
strategy that offers regular earthquake insurance schemes as set out by SE OJK 6/2017. This product,
although costly, is of greater benefit to the insurees, and is likely to increase MBR willingness to
purchase insurance. Every integration scheme analyzed in this study aims to go beyond MBR
protection from earthquake risks, pushing for a wave of MBR home ownership through assisted
subsidies and away from illegal or informal settlements. The installment schemes utilizing monthly
payments will further urge the insurance industry towards a monthly payment system, paving the way
for a stronger partnership and commitment with the GoI. Lastly, this study recommends that further
research needs to be developed on the topic of 1) possible incentives scheme for MBRs who willing to
add microinsurance premium to their routine expenditure for either installment or taxation, 2) analysis
on the integration for different type of houses (landed, vertical, and self-help), earthquake risk zones,
and income level.
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